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1. Client’s Business Overview 

The client is a challenger in the orthodontics segment of Global Dental Industry with the 

first of its kind Direct-to-Consumer Tele Dentistry platform. With an aggressive growth 

strategy, the client launched their IPO in September 2019. They have used their 

proceedings from IPO to-

 

Establishing orthodontics digital platform as a recognized brand, and attaining higher 
levels of customer satisfaction and trust, are critical for a successful journey ahead. 
Recognizing the need of digital platform, the client has adopted DevOps model to speed 
up their Application Delivery and Development. The idea was to go beyond the current 
level of IT and Development maturity.  

The digital Direct-to-Consumer platform is the centrepiece of 
their business model. 

Fund their international expansion

Increase technology quotient to decrease their time-to-market

Accelerate R&D Activities

Open new retail outlets

Enhance functionalities of Direct-to-Consumer platform
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Institutionalize Process Changes
Given the changes that were coming from moving start-up to a public 
company, there was a need to channel the change in building Digital 
Infrastructure to enhance existing platform and transition to a new, 
upgraded, and highly Customer-Centric business model. At a technical 
level, the client was looking for comprehensive Digital Capabilities while 
paying attention to the human aspects of Business Modernization.

Talent Constraints 
As client was experiencing a rapid growth trajectory, the technology 
stack was expanding. This required advanced coding and engineering 
skill sets. Client was facing a talent dearth for building Agile, Adaptable, 
and Scalable platform.  

Highly Fragmented Tech-Stack
Client has diverse IT architecture with highly fragmented technology 
stack posing integration and scalability challenges. This contradicted 
with their high growth phase requiring faster upgrades for their Digital 
Platform as quickly as customers might like. Their attempt to bring 
control amidst this chaos was met by competing priorities based on 
business demands. 

The fresh DevOps approach has helped them excel at a few areas by using CI-CD 
solutions and strategies, but few business challenges remained intact–

The Phase 1 of the program focussed on improving Customer 
Experience practices of the IT organization that includes 8 
Engineering teams, of which one team was focussed on bug-fixes 
and Level-2 support.
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2.1   Overview of Client’s Technology stack 
Client has a diverse Technology Stack varying from custom build applications to 
Commercial-off-the-Shelf systems (COTS) supporting various segments of the 
organization. Often there is a multiplicity of tools to do the same thing. This presents 
an opportunity to consolidate and streamline the systems. Since the company has 
been and is still in a growth-mode, streamlining apps are not a big priority. The main 
business driving applications are divided into two halves (1) Customer Experience  
and (2) Customer Fulfilment – both these set of Apps are led by able leaders, strong 
teams, and third party vendors.

Technology 
Evolution 
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Client's Technology Stack
Client has a diverse Technology Stack varying from custom build applications to 
Commercial-off-the-Shelf systems (COTS) supporting various segments of the 
organization.

The main Monolithic application 
supports Customer Fulfillment, Staff 
and Provider Portals

A Django based custom-built Monolithic Web Application supported by hybrid services is the main 
driver for business. The monolith Django application is primarily written in Python and is supported by 
Hybrid services written in C# and Python.

01.  Customer Experience

1.   Manufacturing
a.

02. Customer Fulfillment

Client has event-driven manufacturing orchestration system. It operates across both public cloud 
infrastructure (AWS) and at the edge (K8S), providing a single view of the manufacturing process, 
orchestrating data flows to and from assembly line machines, and managing the hand-off to 
fulfillment.

b.     MOS: Mobile apps for scanning

2.      Treatment Planning
a.      Scanning
b.     Orthodontist

3.      Shipping
a.     Labelling

a.

03. Staff and Provider Portal

Staff Portal - A homegrown Case Management System (CRM) to fulfil customer orders,
provide customer service and support; tightly coupled with Customer Portal (same
codebase)

b.  Provider Portal - A custom build web application to manage and oversee orthodontic 
prescriptions with a network of client affiliated orthodontists; tightly coupled with Customer 
Portal (same codebase)
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The central monolithic application was responsible for hosting the main website and 
exchanging. It had been developed by few in-house developers, but it had a major rehaul 
when the old talent left the company. Since it is a Monolithic application, envisioning the 
advanced level support was never expected. 

There are efforts to modernize the Application Stack by writing Microservices to replace 
Monolithic Application, but it is a long journey and new feature releases as per business 
demands is a continuous process. Replacing Monolithic with Microservices and 
releasing new features were slowing each other.

Qentelli is helping with pipelines setup for new applications and automation from the 
getgo to modernize client applications at a faster pace. 

2.2   Over dependence on Monolithic Application

Staff Portal & Provider Portal - Homegrown tools to manage 
operations (Case Management) 

2.3  

Staff Portal and Provider Portal are two tightly coupled applications driven off the 
Monolithic Application code base. They are extremely buggy, but efficient enough to just 
get the job done. There are efforts to replace these applications over the long term. 

Qentelli is using Test Automation to identify and address Quality issues which will help 
save on support costs and rework time for client’s teams.

Evolving teams: 4 times re-organization of teams in 18 
months

2.4  

In the process of modernizing their applications and making the IT function more agile 
and aligned with their business needs, the IT team has had 3 reorganizations in the last 18 
months. In addition, there has been changes to the IT leadership in the last year to 
formalize the IT delivery function. The teams are now undergoing a fourth re-organization 
as huge parts of the organization are supplemented by third-party vendors, who provide 
support to meet business demands for new features.

All these changes on top of business demand certainly make any new changes less sticky 
and the job of Qentelli as a transformation partner much harder. That’s why the Qentelli 
Transformation team is taking an evolutionary-pivot approach to transformation, 
wherein while there is an end goal to achieve in terms of measurable organizational 
maturity, the path we would take to reach that goal is not fixed and will change based 
on the priorities and feedback from customers and various stakeholders.
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Business Briefly
Client is in the process of revolutionizing and democratizing access to 

healthy, aligned smiles.  They have developed a system that allows people 

to straighten their teeth with invisible aligners for a fraction of the cost of 

competitive offerings using computer aided rapid fabrication technology 

and at home delivery. 

Client is a challenger in tele dentistry segment. Client is experiencing a 

rapid growth trajectory by opening physical stores in US starting from 2016. 

Qentelli entered the engagement in April 2019 and they expanded their 

presence to Canada, UK, Australia and went IPO (Sept 2019). 

The next set of expansion began in New Zealand, Ireland, Hong Kong, and 

Germany. 

Their aggressive expansion timelines call for–

Feature enhancement of Tele dentistry platform to support new 
customers in new geographies.

Support the supply chain of new physical stores with feature 
development and enhancements–Orders, fulfilment, and customer 
support.

Quite a bold statement to make and an even harder one to follow – but is clearly the 
direction client and Qentelli has committed themselves to and the results are here to 
show that the strategy is working.
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State of 
DevOps before 
embarking on 
Transformation 
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Deployments were manually kicked off by entering a SHA into the Jenkins deployment job. 
The pipeline was manually orchestrated with no automation in place. They were using 
Jenkins as the CD tool with manual deployments to a combination of ECS and EC2.  A 
small amount of automated tests were manually kicked off overnight, using an offshore 
vendor.  

Artifact management was disjointed, using a number of tools like Artifactory, PyPI, 
MyGet, NuGet, NPM, and ECR.

The client wanted to embrace new deployment practices where not only the build but 
also the release and deployment process is automated. 

3.2   State of Continuous Deployment

3.1   State of Continuous Integration 
The client had little concept of automated CI-CD pipelines. There was a certain level of 
maturity in terms of Build Management, DevOps Processes, and running tests against 
builds. 

Pre-commit activities consisted of running a linter tool for styling only.  There was no linter 
for detecting bugs, warnings, and security flaws for in-line development. Code was 
committed to Github through a Pull Request (PR) and required two manual approvals for 
reviewing and approving the PR.  The PR also went through 2 automated checks:  if the 
Docker images is built successfully and the unit tests passed. 

The unit tests often failed due to unsatisfied and multiple inter-dependencies. The 
solution was to re-run the build until the unit tests passed or to ignore the unit tests 
failure. This either increased time-to-production or released bugs in the upper 
environments. The two approvals could happen at any time without any dependency on 
the successful image creation or unit test result.  None of this information was updated in 
the associated Jira Issue.  
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This shift has brought tremendous improvements in availability of pipelines, saving 
nearly 25 minutes for each deployment i.e. 83% reduction in deployment time. It has 
greatly simplified the maintenance of CI-CD infrastructure as AWS upgrades and 
infrastructure are largely handled by AWS support team. We have also uplifted the end-
to-end CI/CD pipelines by introducing key enhancements to the CI pipeline - including 
Checks for Code Quality, Open Source, and Security Scans without increasing the 
overall Build Time.

Client was using a Jenkins Freestyle instance that was difficult to support. Jenkins 
frequently crashed, was difficult to navigate, presented a high learning curve, and 
required significant rework of custom scripts whenever it was upgraded. The pipelines 
were disjointed into separate CI and CD portions which did not trigger one another. The 
deployment jobs took a long time to complete, slowing releases, and adding wait times 
for the Engineering team. 

To resolve this problem, we recommended shifting Application Containers hosted on ECS 
to AWS CodeBuild/CodePipeline. 

3.3   Overview of Semi-automated Deployment Pipeline 
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No formal measurement of MTTR metric. The main B2C website has been up 
with the current engineering efforts; however, there is an overdependence 
in tribal knowledge within the Engineering organization and with key 
Engineers leaving it has been a challenge to balance Quality and Growth. 

MTTR

One of the important milestones from our engagement was to migrate 
from AWS EC2 instance to ECS, which would help reduce the Cloud Bill. 
However, the average monthly savings are yet to be captured, as the 
migration happened recently in March 2020.

IT Costs

Engineering team was focusing on the speed of delivering new products, but under high-
pressure releases, they were forced to trade off quality with new features. The new 
releases are pushed into live without sufficient testing and strong Quality Assurance 
practices. Most importantly, the overall pipeline was devoid of feedback loop with no 
formal measurement practices. 

3.4   Pre-Transformation CI-CD Challenges 

Client was following a Weekly Release cadence, however, often the releases 
get cancelled or clubbed with the next sprint based on business priorities 
and code readiness. During high-pressure periods (New Market Launches, 
Product Launches, Strategic Campaigns, etc.) changes were pushed to 
production on time without adequate testing and bugs. This has led to 
introduction of bugs and errors in production to be fixed by a dedicated L2 
Support/ Break-Fix team.

Frequency of Release
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Client was a rapidly growing company looking to decrease their time-to-market while 
increasing code and systems quality. They partnered with Qentelli to enable a 
complete Modernization of their Software Delivery practices by leveraging Qentelli’s 
Proven Experience in enabling Culture, Processes, and Tools for DevOps 
Transformation.

Qentelli was the selected end-to-end Engineering Partner to lead the Engineering 
Transformation, starting with their most significant Monolithic Application. Qentelli led 
the transition from People, Processes, and Tools perspective to bring in change about: 
Prioritisation of Product Releases, achieving speed in pushing new features into 
production, Empowerment of Engineering teams, and commitment to Excellent 
Product Quality.  

We implemented tools and controls that help provide early code development quality 
feedback and restrictions for code not meeting established quality gates.  

The Qentelli 
Partnership 
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4.1   Objectives of DevOps Transformation Engagement

Feature development of Tele 
Dentistry platform to support rapid 
business growth across geographies 
and business models

Improve Customer Experience 
to increase Customer NPS

Improve Application Code Quality 
under Aggressive timelines 

Increase Test Coverage to build 
confidence in Application 
Releases

Integrate Continuous Testing 
feedback within the Software 
Development process

Enable Faster Time-to-Market

When Qentelli entered the engagement, most of the Software Development, Integration, 
and, Deployment Practices were manual without any major Automation and Integrations. 
There was a lack of planning amid fast release cycles and a manual decision-making 
process. 

Qentelli started a Restructuring and Retooling exercise for client’s existing delivery model 
by instilling a Testing Processes and Automation. Here is how we leveraged Qentelli’s 
expertise to evolve client’s DevOps model in the true sense.

The evolution of DevOps practices can be visualized as three stages –  

1. Manual
2. Automation
3. Self-Service

4.2   DevOps Evolution 

Check-in code to Github with code peer review and two manual approvals

Freestyle Jenkins CI job triggered via pull request to master. Build process include:

Manual deployment of SHA via Freestyle Jenkins CD job

Manual QA test execution

Unit test execution

Integration testing Execution

Stage 1 – Previous DevOps Model (Pre-Transformation) 
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Github with code peer review and two manual approvals

AWS CI job triggered via pull request

Automatic deployment of built SHA via AWS CD job

Additional QA test manual execution

Three new quality gates added as part of CI pipeline (static bug scan, open 
source scan, static security scan)

Unit test execution

Two new quality gates added as part of CD pipeline (dynamic environment 
security scan, automated smoke, regression, and/or integration tests)

Stage 2 – Automation and Introduction of Containers (Transformation Phase 1)

Stage 3 – Introduction of Developer Accelerator Portal (Transformation Phase 2)

The “cookie cutter” which prescribes all standard CICD tools and AWS environment 
infrastructure

The “custom” which provides basic CICD structure but allows a modified build 
specification

Business case is to speed the onboarding of new and existing applications to the new 
AWS Pipelines and infrastructure prescribed by client. Using the DAP will result in the 
application to be certified for pre-approved releases into Production without the need 
to pass through a CAB

Utilizes newly build pipeline infrastructure, scripts, and tools

Provide a controlled approach for developers wanting to onboard new and existing 
apps to AWS Pipelines

2 methods are provided via the DAP:

Both methods can be accessed and exercised via the DAP front-end or command line.
The front-end UI provides a guided questionnaire the developer completes.  Answers to 
the questionnaire result in various pipeline and infrastructure outcomes

This three-stage evolution of client’s DevOps model amplified their delivery efforts. 
Automation set the stage for instituting Self-Service Infrastructure of the portal that 
became the highlight of this Transformation.
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Leading DevOps transformations for a variety of organizations, we have identified the key 
levers for evolving DevOps practices to establish DevOps Quality Check Gates . These 
check gates provide a gradually increasing level of maturity for DevOps practices and 
corresponding CICD pipeline.

Client has achieved significant results because of automating these quality check gates. 
The table below shows how Qentelli put these check gates into practice by implementing 
various tools and integrating testing at various stages. 

4.3   Establishing DevOps Quality Check Gates

Before After

Github Github
Version 
Control 

Github Migration to forking and trunk-
based method planned

Branching 
Strategy 

No calculation

Implemented SonarQube for 
calculating and enforcing a 

quality gate.  Feedback provided 
via Github pull request

Code 
Coverage

Unit test execution with 
feedback to Github pull 

request

Implemented SonarQube for 
scanning and enforcing a quality 
gate with every build.  Feedback 
provided via Github pull request. 
Unit test execution with feedback 

to Github pull request

Static 
Analysis
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None

Implemented SonarQube for 
scanning and enforcing a quality 
gate with every build. Feedback 
provided via Github pull request. 
Unit test execution with feedback 

to Github pull request

Open Source 
Scan 

None used for CI/CD

Implemented use of Consul for 
configuration variable storage 

and Artifactory for plugin 
management

Artifact 
Management

Not possible

Made possible through 
implementing Terraform and ECS 

to provide automatic environment 
provisioning and scaling

Auto-Provision 
(to any region)

Jenkins for disjointed CI and 
CD pipelines.  No automated 

testing

AWS CodeBuild and CodePipeline 
implemented to provide 

continuous CI and CD pipelines 
which automatically deploy a build 

that has passed CI quality gates.  
Automated smoke and regression 
testing kicked off post-deployment

Automated 
Build, Test & 
Deployment

Docker DockerImmutable 
Servers

Before After

Manual dynamic Production 
scans run periodically

Implemented SonarQube and 
Veracode for scanning and 

enforcing a quality gate.  Feedback 
provided via Github pull request.  

Automatic dynamic environment 
scans run in the Staging 

environment before every release

Security 
Analysis
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None Automated performance testing 
kicked off post-deployment

Automated 
Performance 

Testing

Redeploy previous SHA 
manually

Deployment automatically rolled 
back if a deployment failure 
occurs or post-deployment 

automated smoke tests do not 
pass

Automated 
Rollback

None

Automated integration with 
ServiceNow for Change Order 

creation and approval once all 
quality gates are successful

Automated 
Change Order

None

The migration to ECS not only 
provided zero downtime during 

deployments but also auto-
scaling to meet fluctuating web 

traffic demands

Zero 
Downtime 

Prod Releases

Mocked integrations provided 
via VCR Cassettes and run 

during the build

Improved VCR Cassette 
management and mocked 

integrations run during the build. 
Additional automated integration 

testing kicked off post-
deployment

Automated 
Integration 

Testing

Before After
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5.2   DAP UI

5.1   What is DAP?

Developer Accelerator portal is a full self-service portal designed for developers to help 
them build their application pipeline based on their unqiue application requirements. 
DAP can spin up a custom pipeline based on requirements or suggest one of pre-
defined cookie-cutter pipelines. 

DAP takes care of automatically configuring and provisioning the underlying 
infrastructure, provides fully interactive documentation that simplifies reading about 
pipeline requirements. 

This portal crafts a self-service experience to engage developers with a comprehensive 
developer portal that offers a seamless code development, integration, and deployment 
experience. Using DAP, business gets the benefit of better developer productivity and 
seamless self-service, increasing time to market and saving time in building pipelines 
and infrastructure.

We demonstrated the DAP concept by mocking up some wireframes, a detailed 
technical feasibility, and dialogue for walking through the DAP benefits. 

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

Flash
Login

Email:

Password:

Forgot Password?

Login

Login

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

Next

Check Complaint

?

?

?

?

?

?

?Monolithic Application

https://github.com/CamelotVG/<your project>.git

https://<your web service address>

Gitflow
Trunk

Cookie Cutter                Custom

Choose

Choose

Choose

1.  Data Collection 2. Validation 3. Confirmation 4. Build 5. Done

Project Name

GitHub URL

Project Short Name

Branching Strategy

Web Service Address

Cost Center

Language

Implementation Type

Deployment Size

Project must be in Github.
Project must have one
Dockerfile for project.
Project unit test cases are
in same repo.
Project regression tests
are in same repo and
utilizes Selenium
framework.
Project agrees to deploy to
all base environments (Int,
QA1..6, Stage, Hotstage,
Prod).

Base Requirements to Use Flash

Data Collection

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

Check Here to Agree: To become DAP compliant, I understand my application will require all of the above
conditions to be met before automated approval of release will be granted. Most of the above measures will
be populated after the first deployment cycle.

Code Coverage

Static Analysis

Security Analysis

Open Source Scan

Artifact Management

Auto Provisionable to any Region

Immutable Servers

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Automated Build, Test & Deployment

Automated Integration Testing

Automated Performance Testing

Automated Rollback

Automated Change Order

Zero Downtime Production Releases

Feature Toggle

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

Version Control

Branching Strategy

Validating First Level Conditions ....

Conditions for Future Executions

1.  Data Collection 2. Validation 3. Confirmation 4. Build 5. Done

NextBack

Validation

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

1.  Data Collection 2. Validation 3. Confirmation 4. Build 5. Done

NextBack

Your selected configuration:

Project:
Repository
Short Name:
Branch Strategy:
Web Service Address:
Cost Center:
Languiage:
Implementation Type
Deployment Size

Monolithic Application
http://github.com?CamelotVG?scc-api.git
Monolithic Application
Gitlow
https:??www.smiledirectclub.com
Legacy
Python
Custom
XL

By clicking the Next button, you will be initiating Flash to build:

Feature branch in your repository with required terraform files.
Resoucres for iam roles, privileges, codebuild, codepipeline, triggers, repositories
Pull Request to allow required terraform files to be added to your project.
Sonarqube integration
Veracode integration
Gihub integration
Logentries integration
DataDog integration

Confirmation
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5.3   DAP- Potential Benefits 
At this time, DAP is a concept and an MVP is already in progress. Client is experiencing 
rapid growth trajectory with many new applications and services being developed by 
relatively inexperienced engineers. DAP will help standardize the setup of 
Environments and CI/CD pipelines cost-effective manner.  

Phase 1 will provide a standard reference repository framework, which a developer can 
use to set up their own Application/Service repositories. Easy to use Scripts and 
Terraform support will be available via Command Line Input (CLI).  

Phase 2 of the DAP will provide a Questionnaire form for a developer to fill out. This will 
allow a Dev to attest or confirm that certain requirements are met and click a Submit 
button that will execute all the backend scripting and Terraform that sets up the AWS 
CI/CD pipelines. This would include various quality gates and build of AWS 
environments in a standard way.  The DAP will also allow for customizations to 
accommodate any unique App/Service situations, to some degree, helping maximize 
flexibility without departing from company standards. 

Using DAP will also serve as a mechanism to automatically Certify the App/Service for 
deployments to Production without passing through an approval board.

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

1.  Data Collection 2. Validation 3. Confirmation 4. Build 5. Done

NextBack

Build Progress:

Feature branch in your repository with required terraform files.
Resoucres for iam roles, privileges, codebuild, codepipeline, triggers, repositories
Pull Request to allow required terraform files to be added to your project.
Sonarqube integration
Veracode integration
Gihub integration
Logentries integration
DataDog integration

Next Steps

1. Approve PR into develop.
2. Run terraform commands to env, global and ci directories. This sets up the resources.
3. Import any existing resources to terraform.
4. Run first ci codepipeline by running a test PR into develop
5. Review unit tests, Sonarqube results, Veracode results to ensure they meet minimum standards.
6. Run first deploy codepipeline job to QA environment.
7. Review regression tests completed.
8 ......

Build & Next Steps

https://flash.smileco.cloud

Flash

Back

Flash Application Compliance Check

<Application Name>

Version Control

Branching Strategy

Code Coverage

Static Analysis

Security Analysis

Open Source Scan

Artifact Management

Auto Provisionable to any Region

Immutable Servers

Automated Build, Test & Deployment

Automated Integration Testing

Automated Performance Testing

Automated Rollback

Automated Change Order

Zero Downtime Production Releases

Feature Toggle

Check Application
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Client’s fast growth curve is a multiplier in slowing application releases for the 
client. Its business impacts are already seen in terms of compromised releases, 
exacerbating pressure on engineering team, flawed handoffs, and huge 
dependency on infrastructure team. 

Leveling the 
ground for future 
applications
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IT Innovation and Expansion 
Accelerate innovation cycles by freeing up resources with modern 
infrastructure tools and seamless integrations of them across the 
delivery pipeline to reduce developer dependency on IT team for 
repetitive tasks. 

Advanced Automation Strategy  
Our DevOps approach helped teams to exceed natural limitations of 
high-paced application releases like slow testing, decrease in test 
coverage, running out of new test cases, etc. In addition to faster 
testing cycles, Qentelli has introduced processes to assist developers 
in tasks requiring precision and repetition like provisioning of new 
servers.

Increased Speed, Scalability, and Cost Savings Using AWS CodeBuild 
By using AWS CodeBuild, Client has reduced its web-application build 
times by 83 percent and achieved cost savings. AWS also gives high 
performance under minimum costs. AWS CodeBuild supports 
Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CICD) with increased 
developer productivity by streamlining the QA process. AWS Code Build 
is highly scalable and can easily accumulate future needs of client’s 
growing business. 

https://www.qentelli.com/ Qentelli © All Copyrights Reservedwww.qentelli.com
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As Qentelli continues to advance DevOps capabilities, we are 
also modernizing client’s technology stack for future. Following 
are some of the key accomplishments accelerating the 
transformation:

https://www.qentelli.com/
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Qentelli, a technology company based out of Dallas, TX accelerates digital 
transformation and cloud transformation journeys through implementation of 
DevOps, Automation, Agile transformation, AI and Deep learning. Qentelli summarizes 
its offerings for clients in one line as–Enabling Business Transformation through 
Digital Transformation. Qentelli is providing end-to-end services in the areas of 
Application Development and Delivery by applying core engineering principles. 
Forrester recently recognized Qentelli’s efforts at using AI and ML in augmenting 
human testers.

About Qentelli

Contact Us

US
14241 Dallas Parkway, Suite 540, 
Dallas, Texas 75254

469-600-0696 / 469-600-3217

info@qentelli.com

India
Salarpuria Sattva Knowledge City,
Octave block, 4th flr, Unit 2B, Raidurg,
Hyderabad, Telangana 500081

469-600-0696 / 469-600-3217

info@qentelli.com

Canada
140 Yonge St #200, Toronto,
Ontario, M5C 1X6

469-600-0696 / 469-600-3217

info@qentelli.com

https://www.qentelli.com/
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